
SAFE HANDS
FREE LIFTING
To eliminate the risk of injury to
personnel from pinch points,
caught between zones
entanglement hazards
and a reduce fieldand a reduce field
of vision



Purpose

To manufacture a line of safety products that pro-
vide rig operators a meaningful way to create safer
working conditions and implement evolving risk 
management safety protocols.
When used effectively & as designed, our products 
provide a buffer zone of safety where rig
personnel can guide, maneuver, spot and land sus-
pended loads & work drill pipe on the platform.
Operators now have a way to mitigate risk by 
equipping & training workers to not place
themselves in danger working in an unsafe proxim-
ity to, or under hazardous suspended loads.

Applications

Drilling platforms: offshore and onshore, loading 
and unloading OTR trucks
“Hands Free” Guiding, spotting and landing sus-
pended loads
Maneuvering drill pipe and all types of tubular on 
pipe racks or on the platform
Snagging taglines and sling legs

Ratings

Load testing: Static Pull = 400 lbs. / Compression 
= 600 lbs.
Our tools are not lifting / load bearing tools, SWL Our tools are not lifting / load bearing tools, SWL 
cert not required.
Major components tested to ASTM standards,
Country of origin: USA

Sizes : 21", 42", 50", 72"

HANDS FREE SAFETY
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RAAHSafety Safety Hand Tool



Versatile V-Shaped tool hand to push against flat, cornered and round 
surfaces
Tool head has a rubber lining to prevent slippage
Enhanced with carbon fibre sleeve on the neck to reinforce tool head
Engineered "Glove sized" hand stops with gussets. Highly egronomic 
and slip resistant grip
Weighs as low as 1.75 oz per foot
Load Load Testing : 
Static Pull 400 lbs
Compression 600 lbs

ANOTHER RAAHSAFETY STIFFY TOOL IS THE SNARE TOOL
Used to guide and manoeuvre suspended pipes and tubulars. 
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RaahSafety Stiffy Push Pull Safety Hands Tool
Manouvering | Guiding suspended loads | Snagging Taglines

Sizes: 24", 36", 48" and 60"

Comes in SINGLE RELEASE and DUAL RELEASE



HANDS FREE SAFETY

Helps avoid hand related safety issues 
while working with suspended tubu-
lars.

Is cleverly designed to help :

- Provide full control of suspended tubulars 
3" - 10" in diameter

- Promote hands-free operations

Features :

- Ratcheting action enables the Grabit to 
lock as it closes around the tubular to 
ensure a firm grasp

- Trigger allows for easy release

- Compact and lightweight design makes it 
ergonomically friendly

- Side handle for better ergonomical friend- Side handle for better ergonomical friend-
ly

- Tethering point to prevent a dropped 
object

- Safety orange color for better visibility

- Wide curved area at top of tool for added 
stability when pushing.
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Grab Hand Safety Tool for Pipes and Tubulars
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HANDS FREE SAFETY

FingerSaver 3G

The FingerSaver is intended to offer 
support of the tool equivalent to that of 
hands and fingers

The materials have been selected and de-
veloped to be resistant to ozone 
and atmospheric ageing and also resistant 
to a large number of contaminants

The main plastic body is designed not to 
splinter over impact and will not deteriorate 
easily

The materials of construction of the finger 
saver are designed to be light in weight and 
quick to support and release the tool sup-
ported

Available Sizes :
295mm , 375mm , 850mm



Overview:

Using a regular rope of poly, nylon or sisal has some inherent problems when used as tag line:

1. They tend to wrap around objects
2. They get caught in pinch points
3. The bottoms fray and are then knotted to stop the fraying causing the line to catch
4. They get slick when worn, wet or dirty with grease

The RAAHSafeThe RAAHSafety TAG LINE solves these problems, as it is specifically designed for the application. 
RAAHSafety TAG LINES are tangle resistant as it is designed with a rigid core & stiff overbrading to 
prevent any turning on itself and wrapping around objects. We have added an additional factor 
which is the spiral effect, which will dramatically increase grip in wet & slippery conditions. RAAH-
Safety TAG LINES are designed not to catch on pinch points, as there are no knots or areas to snag.

Features:

Made from RAAHSafety SK 75 16mm with 8mm over-braiding 
(24mm)

Weaved Over Braided cover to prevent abrasion

Colour Coded Eyes and triple action karabiner with 
captive pin

Specifically designed in conjunction with Major 
Drilling Contractor for the desired application

Tangle resistant

Designed not to catch on pinch pointsDesigned not to catch on pinch points

No knots

High visibility yellow outer braid

Available in four sizes, 15ft, 25ft, 35ft and 45ft

HANDS FREE SAFETYHANDS FREE SAFETY
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RAAHSafety Tag Line



Lift Assist Single Handle

Rating – 75kg WLL

Minimum Breaking Load – 750kg

Factor of Safety: In excess 10:1

Webbing Belt Strap – 50mm simplex x 900mm 
long as standard

Certification: CE MarCertification: CE Marked, Safe Use Instruction 
Sheet

Lift Assist Double Handle

Rating – 100kg WLL

Minimum Breaking Load – 1000kg

Factor of Safety: In excess 10:1

Webbing Belt Strap – 50mm simplex x 1500mm 
long as standard

Certification: CE MarCertification: CE Marked, Safe Use Instruction 
Sheet

Lift Assist Choke Valve Sling

Rating – 50kg WLL

Minimum Breaking Load – 500kg

Factor of Safety: In excess 10:1

Webbing Belt Strap – 25mm simplex polyester 
webbing

Certification: CE MarCertification: CE Marked, Safe Use Instruction 
Sheet

Lifting and Handling Aids
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The latest addition to our Raah Safety's range of Hands Free Safety equipments - Slide Sledge 
Hammer.
Slide Sledge provides the safest hammers on the planet. The powerful Slide Sledge Multi-head 
Hammer reduces dangerous, time-consuming hammering jobs to a one-tool, one-person operation. It 
replaces the need for a traditional sledge hammer.

Servicing of heavy equipment & machines need extreme impact tools to:
- Drive pin rolls
- Insert or replace bushings- Insert or replace bushings
- Change worn out items
- Shear rusted bolts 

Normally, this is done by two persons – one holding tool and other swings large sledge hammer. Which 
could possibly result in injuries, maybe smashed thumb or flying steel shrapnel. 
Slide Sledge (patented), Petersen Brands, USA, 
Is a better option to consider as:

It requires one person for the jobIt requires one person for the job
One tool operator
It helps maximize impact with precision & control
Over 20 applications specific tips – can be attached to the end of tool for fast work.
Slide Sledge is apt to be used in industries that make use of heavy machinery & equipment. To name a 
few:
Mining
Railroads and Railway WorkshopsRailroads and Railway Workshops

Military – Heavy Vehicles / 
Machinery used for Construction,
Transportation, Tracked, 
etc.

Infrastructure & Construction
Cement & Fertilizer

Ship building & Aero industryShip building & Aero industry

Sugar factories & Agriculture

HANDS FREE SAFETY
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Slide Sledge Hammer



HANDS FREE SAFETY
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Rod Lifter

In an attempt to keep workers safe, we 
make significant efforts to eliminate 
work-related risks through pro-
ductengineering. We also provide a 
number of hand-tool solutions to elimi-
nate hand injuries.

Rod Lifter

Ergonomically keeps the wrist and hand in a 
neutral position and eliminates strain

Removes fingers from pinch points and 
sharp surfaces

Allows for proper lifting techniques and 
body positioning

Prevents thread damage

PrePrevents pipe slippage through the use of a 
specially designed carbide grip



Safe-T-Stik is a super strong, durable, magnetic tag line safety tool designed to keep your work-
force safer by keeping them further away from hazardous situations without sacrificing control.

Benefits:

- Use to safe unloading the heavy steel plates, Metal structure, I-beams, Rods & Pipes / Helps to 
lift or pull water valves cover, Trench plates, Gratings,
- Easy, Durable, UV and corrosive resistant.
- Control the equipment from oscillating and safely unload in the specific marking location.
- Tested FRP Stick is a non –conductive material, it helps to prevent from the Electric shock.
- The Robust “T” Handle has a very unique ability to twist and lock in 90 degree intervals.
- Super grip magnet produces 400 lbs of grip force and is protected in a steel casing.

Manufacturer and Material:

- Made of NEODYMIUM STRONG MAGNET
- High quality FIBREGLASS ROD.
- Made in USA.

HANDS FREE SAFETY
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Safe T Stik



Singapore 
UBI Tehpark, #03-56 (Lobby C)

10 UBI Crescent, Singapore 408564
Tel: (65) 66354520
Fax: (65) 66354527

U.S.A
700 Cornell Dr, Ste E1
Wilmington, DE 19801

Delaware
USA

Indonesia
Ruko Sentra Menteng MN 49

Bintaro Jaya Sector 7
Tangerang Selatan 15224,

Indonesia

India
Sacred World Mall, G 15

Wanowrie
Pune 411040

India

Sales@raahinternational.com


